
GPS: Steering Committee Meeting (April 8, 2020) 2-4 pm Meeting Notes 

Facilitators: Allie Fasth  

Note Taker: Sandra Robles 

Zoom Link:  

 

 

Meeting Notes:  

● Dean Update: 

○    The senate and IPC have approved the EMP work plan  

○    Interest from everyone to come back to the steering committee for the next 

school year. The idea is to have phone calls soon to see where everyone is 

based on previous conversations.  

 

● Allie:  

Professional development: Career and Ladders are doing a series in April 

called problem-solving for guided pathways online. 

○    LFM is moving everything online.  

○    Accepted into CAGP2020-2023, which is a 3-year cohort. Still a few 

things to figure out. 

○    4 Goals 

■    Stay connected as a team  

■    Focus on the inventory project  

●    Finalize recommendation on what platform to use 

■    LFM Project: Stay on track for set goals 

○    Areas to focus on for GPS: End of semester updates, Division 

meetings, Inventory project finishing up, Maybe a social hour.  

o Provide updates to the divisions on where we are with our work 

○    Be present in your own division meetings, and we will be able to share 

other meetings information.  

○    We will be providing 15 minutes of updates to a lot of divisions just so 

they are aware of what we will be done by the end of the spring semester 

and work moving ahead. 



○    GP will be having a meeting soon (April 22nd), where the greater GP 

team will be included or maybe during the social hour.  

○    The goal is to have meetings with faculty members to see what edits 

need to be made to degrees before finals week.  

○    We will be giving the same compensation as we had been giving in 

the past semesters for doing inventory. Those specifics will be sent 

through an email.  

○    Next workgroup meetings will be focused on reviewing, looking at 

comments, and trying to come up with recommendations and why we are 

giving those. 

○    Social hour kind of like teatime:  

■    Emily shared about the ESL department happy hour that was hosted 

and her experience.  

■    Other people agree that the event should happen but should not be 

mainly about GP but is being sponsored by GP.  Rene said It should be 

open to conversation and discussion about the community since so much 

is happening and should be called Team/Community hour.  

■    If there are a lot of people then break out rooms should be enabled so 

discussions can be easier to have. 

■    A hook is necessary to get people to join in on the event.  

■    Kahoot could be a fun activity to keep people engaged  

○    LFM team: The research will continue for the collaborative success 

team with polls across the state.  

○    There will be another town hall meeting Friday morning (April 10th), 

where there will be a lot of updates given out. 

 


